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Introduction
I PowerPS is a general and scalable Parameter Server based system

for distributed machine learning. It provides flexible control over com-
puting resources with a novel multi-stage design.

I k -means algorithm is the most popular clustering method and was
identified as one of the top 10 algorithms in data mining. However, the
traditional k-means algorithm encounters certain performance bottle-
necks when it comes to the huge data and model size. In this research,
we presented an efficient, scalable and distributed implementation of
k -means++ Clustering algorithm on PowerPS.

Scalable k -means++ Initialization[1]
C← sample a point uniformly at random from X
ψ ← φX (C) . Within set sum of squared errors
for O (logψ) do

C
′ ← sample each point x ∈ X independently with

probability px =
l · d2 (x , C)
φX (C)

C ← C ∪ {C′}
end for

Parameter Server
Model Storage We store the features of all the centers C and a vector v
of size k recording the number of data in each cluster in the parameter
server adopting chunk-based characteristic of PowerPS. (Each center
and vector as a chunk)

Algorithm
Given: k , mini-batch size b, iterations t , dataset X , v← 0
Initialize each c ∈ C using Scalable k -means++ algorithm
KV-Worker r = 1, ..., m :
for i = 1 to t do

Pull initial cluster centers C and v from KV-Servers
M ← b examples picked randomly from X . Mini-batch updating[2]
for x ∈ M do

c← f (C, x) . Cache the center nearest to x
v[c]← v[c] + 1

η ← 1
v[c]

. Update learning rate

∆wr
+= −η (c− x)

end for
push ∆w i

r to KV-servers
end for
KV-Server:
Receive initial cluster centers (w0) from KV-Worker
for i = 1 to t do

Send w i−1 to each KV-Worker
Receive ∆w i from KV-Worker and update w i

end for

Performance
Scalability The scalability of a distributed algorithm can be roughly mea-
sured by the linear relationship between the number of workers and the
running time for the same data set.
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Convergence speed Web-Scale k -means++ Clustering on PowerPS
outperforms the k -means library on Spark[3] significantly in terms of
Convergence time in several experiments on different data sets.

Conclusion
In this project, we presented a distributed Web-Scale k -means++ cluster-
ing using parameter server and adopted the multi-stage feature of Pow-
erPS to accelerate the computation and make the most of the computing
resources. In terms of scalability and convergence speed, this implemen-
tation outperforms the state of art MLlib on Spark platform.
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